math, so Liv ends up being the one to soothe Jonah. Liv hasn't spoken to Clay, Jonah's best friend, since the accident. The gun belonged to Clay's father, and Clay was with Jonah that terrible day.

**Voices: The Final Hours of Joan of Arc**  
by David Elliott  
YA FIC ELL  
Told through medieval poetic forms and in the voices of the people and objects in Joan of Arc's life. Along the way it explores issues such as gender, misogyny, and the peril of speaking truth to power. Before Joan of Arc became a saint, she was a girl inspired.

**We Come Apart**  
by Sarah Crossan  
YA FIC CRO  
Nicu has emigrated from Romania and is struggling to find his place in his new home. Meanwhile, Jess's home life is overshadowed by violence. When Nicu and Jess meet, what starts out as friendship grows into romance.

**White Rose**  
by Kip Wilson  
YA FIC WIL  
Disillusioned by the propaganda of Nazi Germany, Sophie Scholl, her brother, and his fellow soldiers formed the White Rose, a group that wrote and distributed anonymous letters criticizing the Nazi regime and calling for action from their fellow German citizens. The following year, Sophie and her brother were arrested for treason and interrogated for information about their collaborators.
Exposed
by Kimberly Marcus
YA FIC MAR
Liz is confident in what she sees through her camera. Confident that she and Kate will be friends forever. But everything changes one blurry night. Suddenly, Kate is avoiding her. As the aftershocks from a startling accusation rip through Liz’s world, everything she thought she knew about family, friendship, and herself shifts out of focus.

Loving vs. Virginia: A Documentary Novel
by Patricia H. Powell
YA FIC POW
In 1955 Caroline County, Virginia, amidst segregation and prejudice, injustice and cruelty, two teenagers fell in love. Their life together broke the law, but their determination changed it. Richard and Mildred Loving were at the heart of a Supreme Court case that legalized marriage between races.

500 Words or Less
by Juleah Del Rosario
YA FIC DEL
High school senior Nic tries to salvage her tattered reputation by helping her Ivy League-obsessed classmates with college admission essays and finds herself in the process.

The Lonely Ones
by Kelsey Sutton
YA FIC SUT
While her parents argue and her peers either pick on or simply ignore her, Fain spends time in a world of her own. During the day, she crafts stories of fantastical adventures, but in the darkness of night, these adventures come to life alongside a legion of imaginary creatures.

Paper Hearts
by Meg Wiviott
YA FIC WIV
An act of defiance. A statement of hope. Making a birthday card in Auschwitz was all those things. But that is what Zlatka did, in 1944, for her best friend, Fania. She stole and bartered for paper and scissors, secretly creating an origami heart. Then she passed it to every girl at the work tables to sign with their hopes and wishes for happiness, for love, and most of all—for freedom.

People Kill People
by Ellen Hopkins
YA FIC HOP
Follows six teenagers as they are brought into close contact over the course of one tense week, in a town with political and personal tensions that build until one fires a fatal gunshot.

Sold
by Patricia McCormick
YA FIC MCC
13-year-old Lakshmi leaves her poor mountain home in Nepal thinking that she is to work in the city as a maid only to find that she has been sold into the sex slave trade in India and that there is no hope of escape.

Swing
by Kwame Alexander
YA FIC ALE
Noah and his best friend Walt want to become cool, make the baseball team, and win over Sam, the girl Noah has loved for years. When Noah finds old love letters, Walt hatches a plan to woo Sam. But as Noah’s love life and Walt’s baseball career begin, the letters alter everything.

The Poet X
by Elizabeth Acevedo
YA FIC ACE
Xiomara feels unheard. She pours all her frustration and passion onto a notebook—especially after she catches feelings for a boy. Mami is determined to force her daughter to obey the laws of the church, and Xiomara understands that her thoughts are best kept to herself. When she is invited to join her school’s slam poetry club, she can’t stop thinking about performing her poems.

Three Things I Know Are True
by Betty Culley
YA FIC CUL
Five months ago, Liv’s big brother, Jonah, shot himself. He didn’t know the gun was loaded. Now Jonah can’t speak, can’t walk, can’t take care of himself at all. Liv’s mom is struggling to cope with the after-